The Impossible Equilibrium: A Study of Le Guin's Ea血sea Cycle

HirosbiAiki (相木

裕史)

I will discuss the fantasy seriesthe Earthsea cycle byanAmerican writer Ursula KroeberLe
Guin (1929‑ ). At the present time, the Earthsea cycle consists of six books: A Wizalld of
Earihsea (1968),乃e Tombs ofAtuan (1971), The Farthest Shore (1972), Tehanu (1990), Tales

jiom Earthsea (2001),and The Other Wind (2001). These storiesareall set in an imaginary
world of vast archipelago called Earthsea. Before the publication of Tehanu,the three books,
published by 1972, used to be called 'the Earthsea trilogy'. Le Guin confessed in 1973that she

herself considered the stories of Earthsea to be completed as a trilogy.1 However, after eighteen
years sincethe completion of the trilogy, Camethe fourth book, which was even fわllowed bythe

fifthand sixthbook eleven years later.

lnthe Earthsea cycle,LeGuin introducesthe concept of Equilibrium in order to rethink how

we should treat the dualistic concepts such as light and darkness, She complains that many
fantasy works inthemineteenthand twentiethcenturies, including J. a R. Tolkien's The Lord of

the Rings (1954‑5), have adopted a dualistic contrast between lightand darkness asthe set of
opposing elements, asthe symbol of the conflict between good and evil.2

They attributethe

goodness to light, and the hero from the region Of light goes to defeat the evil which is
considered to subsist in darkness. In short, fantasy works have traditionally regardedthe

relationship between light and darkness as, in most cases,that of the conqueror and the
conquered･ The good light expels the evil darkness, bringing Peace inthe world.LeGuin tries
to reconstruct such a hierarchicalstructure of dualism, uslngthe concept of Equilibrium. She

sets upthe Equilibrium, orthe balance, of any dualistic contrast asthe ultimate pnnciple in her

imaglnary WOrld Earthsea. ln Earthsea the evil is not in darkness, but inthe mind of those who
refuse to accept the Equilibrium of the world. However, it seems inadequate to conclude that her
attempt ended up ln COmPlete success. The concept of Equilibrium which was established inthe
first half of the Earthsea cycle actually entailed some contradictions, and to solvethem, she had
to add three more books to the series,

The main purpose of theanalysis is to demonstrate how she attempts to construct the world

of Earthsea and what kind of narration she adopts. In this thesis Iwill concentrate on the

analysis of so‑Called 'the Earthsea trilogy', which twill Call Hthe first trilogy"I In the first

trilogy,the world of Earthsea is constructed by establishingthree kinds of Equilibrium: light and
darkness, man and woman, life and death Three books from Tehanu to 771e Other Wl'nd, which I
will call Hthe second trilogyH,will be mentioned in relation to the analysis of the first trilogy･3

Then Iwill summarizetheanalysisand considerthe relationship between the first trilogyandthe
second trilogy･ Iwillalso show thatLeGuin's understanding of the essemialconcept of world‑
construction, Equilibrium, has gradually changed when she moved on from the first trilogy tothe
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second trilogy: she attempts in the second trilogy to revise and reconstruct the Equilibrium which
she has established in the first trilogy.

1. The Equilibrium betweenLight and Darkness in A Wizwd ofEwlhsea
ln her essay, Le Guin comments onthe themes of the first trilogy: A Wizard ofEarthsea
treats coming‑of‑age, The Tombs ofAtuan treats sex or the female coming‑of‑age, and The
Farthest Shore treats death.4 It is crucial thatal1 the themes are developed inthe form of
dualism. Ged's coming‑of‑age is achieved in the moment H【1]ight and darkness"5 meets, joins
and becomes one. He reaches maturity by …namng the shadow of his death with his own name"

(166). Thetheme of sex is treated as the problem of man and woman,and the theme of deathas
the problem of life and death. Thus Le Guin adopts three kinds of dualism as the essential

factors of the construction of Earthsea: lightand darkness, man and woman, 1ifeand death･
The coming‑of‑age process of young Ged in A Wl'zaTd of Earthsea is demonstrated as a

lonesome joumey around the Archipelago on a boat named LDOqar, a joumey to find out the
shadow which he himself let loose. The climax of his joumey is the moment when he confronts

the shadow at world's end, the far east of the East Reach, and joins withthe shadow, naming it

with his own true name "Ged". Thus "ll]ight and darkness met, and joined,and were oneJ'(164)
It is apparent that the dualistic contrast between light and darkness is closely associated with

that between life and death. The world's end is described as "dark slopes beneath unmovlng
stars" (162), and at this point readers can recognize from earlier episodes that the place is the

land of the dead.6 The shadow is a being from the land of the dead, or the land of darkness･ Ged

at first feels "the fear of the shadow" (91) or the "formless, hopeless horror" (91) constantly
during his joumey. At this point he has not yet reached such recognltlOnS aS "it is my creature"

(147), but rather he regards it as his opponent, the other being he should defeat and conquer.
However, after he recognizes that he should not conquer nor be conquered by the shadow, Or that
he is …neither hunter nor hunted" (138), all his terror disappears and the shadow begins to take

the form of Ged himself, becoming "a presentment l...] or an imitation or'(144) Ged.
The motif of deathly, doppe1ganger‑like shadow mentioned above is not at all the
unprecedented invention of Le Guin; the fact is that she succeeds in remodeling an already
existlng motif so that it functions as a factor of establishing the Equilibrium in Earthsea. Le

Guin introduces the motif of deathly, doppelganger‑like shadow already existlng ln Other
preceding texts, but at the same time she reconstnlCtS the unbalanced structure of the motif into

the balanced structure in order to establish the Equilibrium in her imaglnary world. To clarify

this point, it will be helpful to compare A Wizard ofEarthseawithsome works of Edgar Allan
Poe, whoalSo used the image of shadow and doppelganger,
"Shadow I A Parable" is a short story Poe published in 1835. The narrator Oinos holds a

drinking party ln a noble hall at night. Inthe same hall is laid down a dead body of young man

named Zoilus, one of the victims of the plague runnlng riot at that time. When Oinos's slnglng
voices fade away, he suddenly witnesses the shadow:

And lo! from amongthose sable draperies where the sounds of the song departed,
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there came fortha darkand undefined shadow I,.･]･ Butthe shadow was vague,and
fomiess, and indefimite,and wasthe shadow neither of man nor of God l…],7

Oin°s speaks tothe shadow,and itsanswering voice takes Oin°s andthe rest of the party totally
aghast, forthe voice consists of the tones of a multitude of fhmiliar出ends who havealready

died.

In A Wl'zald ofEarthsea, Ged experiences the first contact Withthe shadow when he reads

out a spell of summonlngthe dead,
Looking over his shoulder he sawthat something was crouching besidethe closed door,

a shapeless clot of shadow darkerthanthe darkness. It seemed to reach out towards
him,and to whisper,and to call to him in a whisper: but he could notunderstandthe
words. (30)

The shadow described by Poeand that by Le Guin resemble each other inthatthey are both

formless,and inthatthey both belong to the region Of the dead, In "Shadow",the shadow looks
down on the dead body of Zoilusand speaks inthe voices of dead people, probablythe voices of

the victims of the plague. Moreover it is implied that the narrator Oinos himselfwillalready
have gone into "the region Of shadows" whenthe text is read by those who are "stillamongthe

living"8. The shadowinA Wizard ofEarthseaalso belongs tothe region of the dead,LeGuin
and Poe bothrepresent death bythe image of shapeless, dark shadow.

However,there is one remarkable difference inthe two shadows. Vmile the shadow of Poe

speaks in a clearvoiceand people canrecognlZe it well,the shadow ofLeGuin only whispers to
Ged, who fails to understandthe words. The whisper is reminiscent of Poe'S "WilliamWilson"
(1839), wherethe narrator named WilliamWilson is perplexed bythe presence of a manwith the
same name. The narrator Wilson says thatthe manhas "a weakness inthe faucialor guttural
organs, which precluded him from raising his voice atany time above a very low whisper". The

manconstantly appears in front of the narrator Wilson wherever he goes,and whispers into his
ear. In A Wizard ofEarthsea, Ged happens to encounterthe shadow during his attempt at helping

a sick child of Pechvarry,and during his travel on Osskilwith his shipmate Skiorh. He hears on
bothoccasions the shadow's whisper in which "there lare] no words" (81),and he realizes that
"all his life that whispering lhas] been in his ears" (103).

In both stories the mysterious whisperer eventually tums out to be the person whispered to:
Gad and Wilson have to con血ont their doppe1gangers. However,their con鉦ontations show a

vivid contrast. In "WilliamWilson",the narrator Wilson stabsthe doppelganger Wilson, who
speaks out as follows:

You have conqueTled, and I yield, Yet, henceforward art thou also dead ‑ dead to the
l柚rld, to Heaven and lo Hope! In me didst thou exist ‑ and, in my death, see by this
image, which is thine own, how utterly thou hast muTdeTled thyself.】o

As for A Wizard ofEarthsea, the narrator describes Ged, who has just accomplished the umion
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with the shadow, in the fbllowlng Way:

Ged had neither lost nor won but, naming也e shadow of his death wi也his own name,

had made himself whole: a man: who,knowing his whole true self, cannot be used or
possessed by any power o山er than himself (165‑6)

Both Le Guin and Poe employ the same images of whispenng doppelgangers･ However,Le
Guin does not repeat Poe'S plot where the protagonist defeats his doppelganger, bringlng about

his own destruction･ Instead, she lets the protagonist unitewith his doppelganger, without either
victory or defeat,and attain his wholeness.

Thusthe shadow in A Wizard ofEarthsea is constructed by combining two images in Poe's

works:the fomiess dark being from the reglOn Ofthe dead,and the whispenng doppelganger･
What is remarkable is that Le Guin constructs the Equilibrium by introducing well‑known
pattems of images and reconstructingthem. In A Wl'zaTd ofEarthsea Ged attains the Equilibrium

between lightand dark in his unionwith the shadow, but this Equilibrium is generated only by
denying仙e unbalanced ending found in other texts such as Poe'S･

2. The Equilibrium between Man and Woman in The Tombs ofAtuan
Tenar in The Tombs ofAtuan is deprived of her name by the Nameless Ones, and from that
moment designated asthe Priestess of the Tombs of Atuan･ The Tombs consist of a set of nine
stones, depicted as follows:

They had stoodthere, it was said, since the time of the first men, since Earthsea was

created･ They had been planted in the darkness when the lands weremised up from the
ocean's depths. 【…】 They were the tombs of those who rules before the world of men

came to be, the ones not named, and she who seⅣed them had no name. (187)

The Tombs,andthe vast Labyrinth which lies inthe underground of the Tombs of Atuan, belong
tothe ancient darkness that has existed since long before the birth of light. Theseare the places
watched and guarded by the Priestess Arha, who was once called Tenar･ The打iestess of the
Tbmbs of Atuan is the …highest of all high priestesses of the Kargad LandsH (194)･ While most

of the Archipelago of Earthsea respect and obey the power of the King in Havnor and the
wizards in Roke,血e Kargad Lands possess a different kind of religious and political system･

They worship Twin Gods and Godking, choose the priestesses who govern the place･ In other
words,the Kargad Lands stay away fromthe male‑oriented powers prevalent in Earthsea,and
instead establish a unlque SOCiety ln Which women hold power･ Arha is considered to be the

most powerfulamongthe society.
When the Archimage Ged enters into the Labyrinth, therefわre, she thinks of him as totally
alien Ged belongs to the society 和led by the power of a single King in Havnor and of wizards

in Roke･ For Arha, who is Ignorant Of such a society outside the Kargad Lands, Ged is nothing

but "the fool,the foreigner, the unbeliever" (236). The difference between Arha and Ged can be
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defined in severalways: Arha lives in darkness, has no name,and is a woman, whereas Ged lives

in light, has his true name,and is a man.All the three contrasts relate to each other･ In the first
trilogy, womanhood is closely tied upwithdarkness and silence, while manhood is associated

with1ightand word, Through the confrontation between Arha and Ged in 771e Tombs ofAtuan,
LeGuin tries to establishthe Equilibrium of these manifold dualistic concepts, especially
focuslng Onthe sexualdualism.
In mentioning the positionandthe power of Arha asthe Priestess of the Tombs, the narrator

consciously associates itwith "her crossing into womanhood" (194)･ The Labyrinthunder the

Tombs is depicted as "the very heart of darkness" (200), the place where "ll]ight is forbidden"
(200). Atthe same time, it is declared that "ln]o mancan enter the Dark Places of the Tombs"

(202). It is clear from those descriptionsthat the darkness is closely connected to Arha's
womanhood,and is distinguished fromthe lightand manhood which Ged symbolizes･
Her womanhood is interwoven not only with darkness bllt also with namelessness and

silence.AsI have mentioned above, there are solid connections between true namesand true
things in Earthsea, Thewizardry meanSthe availability of true namesthat belong to "the Old
Speech, that language in which things are named with their true names" (27)I However,the

knowledge of "true names" is ngorously limited to particular pepple･Asa Master on Roke
insists,the true magic of Earthsea "is worked only bythose beings who speak the Hardic tongue"
(50), which has its origin in the Old Speech. In addition, women are excluded fromthe use of

true wizardry. Traditionally, women are notallowed to enterthe school on Roke,thoughthe
tradition is questioned in "Dragonfly" in Tales Jlom Earthsea, All they can learnabout the

wizardry are only trivialmatters such as causing illness, Cming it, making up a love‑potion or
some other "rubbishand humbug" (17). Such women are calledwitches, whoknow "nothing of
the Balanceand the Pattem whichthe truewizard knows and serves" (16). There are even
sayings on Gont like "Weak as woman's magic" (16) or "Wicked as woman's magic" (16)･
People inthe Kargad Lands show strong disbelief inthe wizardry prevalent in other regions of

Earthsea. They deny or fear the power of true names,andtheir fear must bethe reason why they
worship the Nameless Onesand deprive the true name of the Phestess of the Tombs.
Moreover,the very darkness which Arha serves takes on the quality of silence･ The world
of Earthsea was created by "Segoy who spokethe First Word, raising upthe isles丘.om the deep

sea" (304), but it is obvious that the darkness had existed fromthe momentthe world was
created, according tothe fact thatthe Tombs hadalready been there on the moment the world
was created. The darkness, where Tombs were planted, is by far "olderthanlight" (187), Older

thanthe First Word, and therefore it isthe domain of silence. The association between darkness

and silence isalso repeated in A Wl'zaTd ofEarthsea: in the darkness of world's end Ged feels the
‖old silence" (164). A l砺zalld ofEarthseaand The Tombs ofAtuan both represent the darkness

as something characteristical1ywithout directions, Inthe underground Labyrinthin The Tombs
of Atuan no one can getanywhere because "there lis] no centre" (231) and "ln]o direction lis]

right" (231). This is just as "lt]here lare] no directions" (163) inthe darkness of world's end in
A Wizard of Earthsea, The darknesswithout directions produces a sharp contrast with the region

of light,the place where Ged lives seeing "the light of the sun" (249), because there are clear
血ections in the light reglOn･ The map of Ea仙sea adopts the cardinal points of North, Sou血,
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East, West, while excluding the Kargad Lands from the categorization. The lack of direction in

darkness enforces the typicalsilence in darkness, for the directions are defined by words such as
North, South, East,and West, on the map of Earthsea.

Womanhood, darkness, and silence are three concepts that symbolize each other throughout
the first trilogy of the Earthsea cycle. Similarly, the other three concepts, manhood, light,and
the word, symbolize each other. In addition, there is another kind of dualism that is tied up with
the concepts listed above, that is, between water and stone. I will discuss this polnt later･
In short, all kinds of dualism found in Ear山sea relate to each other and fom the dual system

of symbols･ On the one hand is the group Including womanhood, darkness, silence, stone,and
death･ On the other hand is血e group Including manhood, light, the word, water, and life･ One

factor symbolizes all the rest of factors in each group･ It follows that the attempt to realize the

Equilibrium between manand woman, which isthe theme of The Tombs ofAtuan, can be seen as
applying to all the other kinds of dualism listed above.

Arha and Ged escape fromthe Labyrinth, climb the mountains, and sail to Havnor. The
Tombs of Atuancollapse and break down, leaving the Nameless Ones buried in itsruins･ Ged
tells Arha in the followlng Way: "You were never made for cruelty and darkness; you were made

to hold light" (299), By bringing Arha out of the darkness and nameless region, Ged seems to
achieve her freedom. She has been forced to serve evil by the society which denies true names

and the region Of light, puttinganexclusively high value on the power of the darkness･ Ged has
to save her from the Tombs because such a society goes agalnSt the Equilibrium of the world.
He insists that the Nameless Ones …sbould not be denied nor forgotten, but neither should they be

worshippedM (266), just as he himself does not deny nor worship his shadow of deam but simply
accept Its preSenCe･

Ged's remark reveals a significant way of understandingthe Equilibrium of the world. He
firmly believes in the existence of the boundary which engenders and regulates the dualism. In

other words, he takes it for granted that the boundary should be maintained betweenthe dualistic
elements such as light and darkness, man and woman, life and death. The most vivid example of
the boundary is the low wall of stones which separates the living from the dead, Even though he

goes on a journey for joining withthe shadow and becoming one in A Wl'zaTld ofEarthsea, Ged
does not intend to realizethe union between the regions of light and darkness in The Tombs of

Atuan. He is satisfied onlywith theknowledge of the darkness, and lets the darkness remain
separated from the region of light. He remarks that "lthe Nameless Ones] cannot leave this
place; they are this place; and it should be left to themM (266), and affirms thatthe once‑Priestess

should belong to the light side of the world as Tenar, not to the darkness side as Arha. The
dissolution of light and darkness accomplished in A Wl'zaTld of Ear.thsea does not take place in
The Tombs ofAtuan: Le Guin attains the Equilibrium between man and woman not by removing
the boundary of the two and making them one, but by placing the two equally on one side of

dualistic concepts, that is, the man's side. Strictly speaking, the union between light and

darkness in A Wizard ofEarthsea cannot be regarded as the complete dissolution of the boundary
between them, because the union is treated after all as the living Ged's accomplishment of

wholeness, not as that of the dead shadow. His home still remains on the light side of the world.
His acceptance of the shadow is nothing but the process of initiation he has to go through to live
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as a matured manthere, Inthis sense, Ged in A Wizard ofEarthsea is still a resident of the

region Of light, which is separated from the reglOn Of darkness by this solid, unquestioned
boundary.

It seems inadequate to considerthatthe Equilibrium is realized by the escape of Gedand

Tenarinto the light side of the world.AsI have memioned above,the light side of Earthsea is
ruled and governed exclusively by men:the maleKing in Havnorrules the world, and only men
cangain the knowledge that makes available true names and wizardry. Women do not havethe
opportumity either to know true names or master them, They can at best use some trivialmaglC

without understanding whatthewizardry really is, and such womenare derogatively called
"witches",the users of "weak" magic. In short, as long as we look at Earthsea asthe world of
wizardry, women are totally "silenced or marginalized"."
Elizabeth Cummhs points outthe difference between Tenar's comlng‑Of･age process and

that of Ged andAmen: "lTenar] has had to rebel againstand break free of the society that
nurtured her; Gedand Arren mature so as to fit intotheir home societies."12 1t is notable that

Tenar's escapingthe home society,the Kargad Lands, inevitably leads up to her participating into
the "foreign" society. The narrator describes Tenar in Havnor atthe end of the book as if she

were "a child coming home" (300), butthis cannot be her "home" in the same sense that her
mother uses the word atthe beghning of the book: "Come home, Tenar! Come home!" (175)

The narrator seems to be ignorant of the unbalanced sexuality hthe light side of Earthsea, and
thereforeunable to predicttherip current Tenar is golng tO experience later in Tehanu, in which

she doubtsand resiststhe womanhoodthatthe male‑oriented society expects her to take,13

3. The Eqllilibrium between Life and Death in The Fwthesi Shore
The third book of the first trilogy, The Farthest ShoTle, OPenS Withthe description of the
Court of the Roke School:

Inthe Court of the Fountainthe sun of March shone throughyoung leaves of ashand
elm,and water leapt and fTellthrough shadow and clear light. About that roofless court
stood fわur high walls of stone. (303)

At缶rst sight, readers may notice the clear contrast between lightand shadow, created bythe

sunlightand tree leaves, but there isanother important contrast:the contrast between waterand
stone.

Readers of the preceding two books may well recognize at this point a similarity between

the two contrasts: they bothsymbolizethe dualism between lifeand death,Asforthe contrast
between light and darkness, A耶zaTd ofEarthsea vividly showsthe symbolic associationwith

the contrast between lifeand death, as I discussed above. As forthe contrast between waterand
stone, readers havealready been glVen SOme hints in two books:the wall of stones which forms
the boundary between the regions Of life and death;the dark Labyrinth of the Tombs of Atuan

constructed of stones;andthe geographicalcontrast between seaand land. As BrianAttebery
says, "the symbolic association" of waterand stone "is not atall obvious" atthe point of the
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beginning part of The Farthest ShoTle･14 However, the dryness of the land of dead is especially
conspicuous in A Wl'zaTd of Earthsea. Moreover, in The Tombs ofAluan Gedalmost dies of
thirst in the Labyrinth which is constructed of stones, under the nine stones of the Tombs, It is

clearthatthe lack of water means deathin Earthsea,
The contrast between the sea and the land is an expansion of the contrast between water and
stone, or moistness and dryness. During the huntlng Of the shadow, 仁ed feels …a te汀Or Of

meetlng the thing agaln On dry land. Out of the sea there rise stoms and monsters, but no evil

powers: evil is of earth" (125), He clearly connects the deathly quality of the shadow to the
earth, not to the sea. In addition, in The Farthest ShoTle the eldest dragon Kalessin speaks of the

unbalance of lifeand deathby using the image of the seaandthe land: 'There is a hole inthe

world andthe sea isrunnlng Out Of it. The light isrunnlng Out. We will be left inthe dry land."
(439) Kalessin also connects death with the image of stones by taking about "villagers killing a

baby on analtarstone" (439),and "a sorcerer killed by his townsfolk throwing stones at him"
(439). Afteral1, the name of the world "Earthsea" shows the importance of the dualistic contrast
between the earth andthe sea,
It is notable也at Le Guin repeats the pattems used by preceding writers when she associates

the image of the dry land with death, Mike Cadden says the dry land of Earthsea is "so

reminiscent of the ancient Greeks'Hades")5, the place where people go after death, depicted in
Homer's Odyssey. Brian Attebery associates Le Guin's image of dry land withthat of T･ S,
Eliot: her image "is reminiscent of the waste land" depicted in his poem of that name, but Heven

more of his HTbe Hollow MenMH published in 1925, in which the dead land is called as the

"cactus land" and the place where "the stone images" are raised.16 Le Guin comments that her
image of dry land may come from Rainer Maria Rilke, in his Duino Elegies (1923),n

Asfor her conspicuous COntraSt between sea and land, there is another writer who usedthe
same contrast in his works: Herman Melville. Attebery associates Ea仙sea with Mardi, an

archipelago appeared in Melville's Mardi (1849), emphasizing that both are "lworlds] in
fragmentsM.'8 He goes on to saythat "【a] world of islands must be fundamentally different from
a world of solid land" in that each co…unlty lS Hisolated".19 The settlng Of archipelaglC world

must be the result of the writer's strong consciousness of the contrast between the sea and the

land, Communities on the isolated islands have to be conscious of the marine region When they
try to communicate with each other, while communities on the Hsolid landM do not have to.

Melville's Moby‑Dick, Or the Whale (1851) also shows concern for this contrast, and for an

archipe1aglC world. The narrator regardsthis "a ship on its passage out"20, and the very ship, the
Pequod, Vividly assumes a similarly archipelaglC quality:

They were nearly all Islanders in the Pequod, Isolatoes too, I call such, not

acknowledging the common continent of men, but each Isolato livlng On a Separate
continent of his own. Yet now, federated along one keel, what a set these lsolatoes
were!2】

The identities of the sailors on the Pequod are not uniform but "Isolatoes", exactly as the islands

in Earthsea are, every one of which "is different from the others" (247)I Such an archipelagic
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setting of the world reflects the writer's strong concem fbrthe contrast and for the very otherness
也e contrast spotlights.

It may be interesting to compareLeGuinwith Melville, for both writers show strong
interests in dualistic contrasts such as the seaand the land, 1ifeand death,andlightand darkness.

The narrator of Moby‑Dick expresses his interest in the dualistic contrast inthe followlng Way:
"truly to enjoy bodily warmth, some small part of you must be cold, for there is no quality inthis
world that is not what it is merely by contrast,"22

He then contrasts "light"with"darkness",

prefbrringthe latter to the former because it is "the proper element of our essences"23 according
to him. He also considers the "matter of Lifeand Death", and seems to appreciatethe latter

saymg: "Methinks that what they call my shadow here on earthis my true substance." 24

We canagaln See the different attitudes of the two writers towardthe dualistic contrasts, as
we have seen in Le Guinand Poe, Vmile Melville tends to regardthe dark side of the contrast as

possessing SOme kind of essentialquality,LeGuin presumes thatthe Equilibrium of darkand
light is essential, Her world‑construction again takes place by establishing the balance inthe
existing motifs which have been used inanunbalanced way ln Other texts. Ged at first thinks

that "evil is of earth" (125) just asthe narrator of Moby‑Dickthinksthat "in landlessnessalOne

residesthe highest truth, shoreless, indefimite as God"25. However, Ged cannot meetand join
withthe shadow until he realizesthat the evil is notthe shadow northe dry land itself, but his

"refusalto grant thesethings theirrightful place in the balance of nature"26.

Simi1arly, Le Guin adopts the ChriStianmotif of world‑creation by balancingtheunbalance.
Earthsea was created by Segoy, who spokethe First Wordand raised the islands &omthe deep
sea. His world‑creation apparently paral1elsthat of God inthe Bible. Both texts,the Bibleand

the Earthsea cycle, employthe dualistic contrast between lightand darkness, butthe attitudes

toward the dualism differ,Whilethe Christian God makes the world by bringing Light into
existence, Segoy createsthe world by makingthe balance between seaand land, which means

symbolicallythe balance between life and death, between light and darkness, The Christian God
admitsthe superiority of Light over Darkness, which meansthatthe unbalance between Light
and Darkness is the essence of his world‑creation. Segoy deniesany superiority of each element,
and therefore the balance between light and darkness is the core of his world‑creation, Here
agaln We Can See Le Guin's remodeling of the existing motif by balancing也e unbalance in it:

she seems to repeat the Christianconcept of world‑creation, but she makes her new world by

rewritingthe biblicalUn‑Equilibrium between lightand darkness into the Equilibrium,
The dry land of the dead in Earthsea shows a curious trait, Gedand Arren meets a man

named Hare, who explains that "names don't matter" (349) inthe dark land because they are cut
off from Hthe reality" (349). He declaresthat "【a] name isn't real,the real, the real forever."

(349) ln Hort Town in Havnor, a drug called Hazia prevailsamong people,andthis drug has the

same effect as death:the separation of the name from its reality. Arrenwitnesses a womanuslng
Hazia, andthinks of her peculiar gesture as "a spellwithout meaning" (338). lnthe living world
of Earthsea,wizards canperformmagic because ㍑the name is the thingM, or in other words, the

name means the reality･ This connection between the name and the reality is essentialinthe Old

Speechand wizardry, while inthe dry land of deaththe connection is cancelled. Even in the

light side of Earthsea,wizards cannot performmagic if theyare far from Roke, approaching the
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dry land. Ged experiences it during his joumey to the far east,and later tells Arren as follows: "I
doubt whether any word that can be spoken would bear, everywhere and forever, its weight of
meaning and its power" (365). It fわllows that they must set up some defensive measures against

the power of disconnectlng the name from the reality, for the purpose of maintalnlng their

wizardry.
Therefore, the wizardry in Earthsea canonly maintain its power by distinguishing the two

regions: the living side of the world wherethe name means the reality without fail, and the dead

side of the world where the name is cut off from the reality. Wizards cherish and supervisethe
Equilibrium between life and death in order to secure the essence of their power, that is,the

absolute connection between the name and the reality. In short, wizards necessitate the boundary
between life and death lesttheir power is nullified,
It is a mannamed Cob who disturbed the balance between life and death, desiring his own
eternal life. Ged and Arren have to cross over the wall of stones to shut up the hole into which
the sea, light, and life arerunnlng Out. Hunted down by Ged and Arren, Cob bursts out:

You sought lthe Way of Immortality]. All of you. You sought it and could not find it,
and so madewise words about acceptanceand balance and the equilibrium of lifeand
death. But they were words ‑ lies to cover your failure ‑ to cover your fear of death!
(460)

Maybe the wizards have not sought the Way of Immortality for themselves, as Ged protests to
Cob･ However, it may be that they have instead sought the Way of Immortality of wizardry
itself. Cob is correct in one point that the establishment and maintenance of the Equilibrium has

been done for the sake of wizards and their own magiCalpower. In The Other Wl'nd, the latest
book of the Earthsea cycle, Ged and other characters break down bytheir own hands the wall 0f
stones which has separated life from death, They realize that they "built a false wall", and

therefore it "must be unbuilt".27 Ged's belief that H[opening] the door between the worlds" (423)

is wrong, afteral1, tums out to be wrong inthe last scene of the Earthsea cycle.
As for A汀en, he reaches maturity by closing the life‑drainlng hole with Ged: he succeeds in

"lmaking] the world whole once more", Ged teaches him: "Iknow that there is only one power
worth having. And that is the power, not to take, but to accept.門(424) A∬en can accept his

mortality during his joumey to mend the hole opened by themind which refuses death.
All the three young adults in the first trilogy, Ged and Tenarand Arren, reach matunty by
accepting the existence of the other side of the world, darkness and man and death. It is notable

that their coming‑Of‑ages all synchronizewith the movement of the world toward union, the shift
from the divided into the united. Ged and his companion Vetch have to sail on the sea toward

the fareast to reach the dry land of the dead, andthere they experience a mysterious union
between sea and land:they suddenly find that the sea water has turned into sand without their
noticing it, as if "an enchantment of illusion" (162). Tenar escapes the Tombs of Atuan by

acceptlng Ged and his request to restorethe Ring of Erreth‑Akbe, the ring which has on its

surface "the Bond‑Rune, the sign of dominion, the sign of peaceM (269). Without the Rune, the
king cannotru1e the world well･ Tenar herself mends the broken halves of the Ring to make it

ll
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"whole" (273) as if to promise the recovery of peace inthe world.
lt follows, then,that the coming‑Of･age process of characters in the first trilogy can be

regarded as the symbol of the establishment of the Equilibrium in Earthsea. Such a symbolic
correspondence between characters andthe world owes its success tothe narrator's way of

constructingthe world, that is,the narrator's dependence onthe concept of the Equilibrium. The
concept of "Equilibrium" makes sense only whenthere isthe concept of "Un‑Equilibrium".28 In

other words, the narrator cannot construct any kind of "EquilibriumM in Earthseawithout
presurmng HUn‑Equilibrium":the existence of Equilibrium is guaranteed by the very difference
it has fromthe Un‑Equilibrium. The two concepts, Equilibriumand Un‑Equilibrium,always
emerg a simultaneously.

Introducing the concept of Equilibrium, therefore, enables the narrator to producethe

dynamism fromthe Un‑Equilibrium tothe Equilibrium, fromthe broken tothe whole･ If the
narrator defines the coming‑Of‑age process as a movement from one‑sidedness to wholeness, he

caneasily equate itwiththe dynamism of the world, Owing to the concept of Equilibrium,the

narrator canequateany Immature Characterwiththe unbalanced world, because bothsimilarly
have to strive forthe wholeness,

4. The tJn･Equilibrium in Earthsea
The world of Earthsea is constructed onthe basis of the concept of Equilibrium, but actually,

the world cannot exist withoutthe Un‑Equilibrium behindthe Equilibrium･Whenthe narrator
desires to establish the Equilibrium,the necessity for the Un‑Equilibrium inevitably arises,

becausethe Equilibriumcan exist only in relation tothe Un‑Equilibrium. Thus, readers may add
another tlnWritten line tothe epigraph of A Wl'zalld of Earthsea: only inthe Un‑Equilibrillm the

Equilibrium.

The wizardry in Earthsea owes its existence tothe essemialconnection betweenthe name
andthe thing in the Old Speech, the language of wizardry.All the three stories inthe nrst trilogy
concem how they recoverthe Equilibrium of the world in parallelwiththe comng‑of‑age of
yotlng adult characters. Their efforts to accomplishthe Equilibriumarealsothe efforts to secure
the wizardry in Earthsea, for they can possess the true name on the condition that the

Equilibrium guaranteesthe exact distinction betweenthe light place where the true name means
the true thing, and the dark place where the true name means nothingand makes no sense･ The

trueness of the light place is guaranteed only by the dark place where the trueness cannot exist･
Characters in the first trilogy, therefore, take it for grantedthat there is some boundary
between dualistic elements, However, the second trilogy poses a doubt about, and even
resentment at, the existence of a boundary which engenders and regulates the dualism･

Characters inthe second trilogy feel more or less incredulous of the absolute powers of wizards

and theKing,that powers which try to maintain the Equilibrium and the validity of the true
word. At last, in The Other Wind, the low wall of stones which, dividing life and death,
Symbolizesthe boundaries betweenal1 the other kinds of dualism, is totally broken down bythe
hands of many characters: Lebannen, Teham, Tenar, Ged and so on. The second trilogy

concludeswiththe destruction of the boundary between the dualistic concepts.
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In the first trilogy, the Earthsea people are rather blind tothe unbalanceand repressiveness

of the power which tries to maintain the Equilibrium. The world‑creation of Segoy tookthe
form of making the balance between the seaand the land, by ralSlng the lands from the deep sea,
Tb maintain the balance, however, requlreS SOme kind of authoritative power･ Gamble, a guide
of the school on Roke, knows it well, and says: "The Balance lies here, but the Power should lie

in the king's hands." (317) People in the first trilogy show no incredulity of the notion of the
absolute power or centrality ln Such islands as Roke and Havnor. They need the power to

maintain the order of the world, the power to distinguish the language of true names fromthe
other Hnot‑tme''languages.
There is obviously a hierarchical order among the languages in Ea血sea: the distinction

between the "true" and the "not‑true". In A Wizard ofEarthsea the narrator explains the
languages of Ear也sea in this way:

The Hardic tongue of the Archipelago, though it has no more magic POWer in it than
any other tongue of men, bag its roots in血e Old Speech, that language in which things

are named with their true names L..]. (27)
The passage above shows that there are two types of languages in Eartbsea: the language of

"true" names, namely the Old Speech, andthe language of "not‑true" names, like Hardic. Other
languages of "not‑true" names are listed in Talesjlom Earthsea, such as Osskili, Kargishand
many dialects･29 0f course, as I have said, the trueness of the Old Speech is guaranteed only by

the difference it has from other languages like Hardic that are composed of not‑true names,
In the first trilogy, true wizardry is rigidly restricted to men. That is because the restricting

power tries to apply the man‑womandualism to the true‑untrue dualisn ln doing so, it expects

thatthe strict distinction of the former dualism willrub off on the latter. The Equilibrium in

Earthsea, therefore, is nothing butthe state of the world desirable only for malewizards.

However, it seems thatLeGuin, the constructor of the world of Earthsea, gradually
understood such a quality of the Equilibrium duringthe long years from the first trilogy to the

publication of the sixth book. The Other Wind describes the site of the reconstruction of the
world･ Lebannen, Tehanu, Tenarand others decide to tear down the wall of stones, allowing the

reglOn Of death mingle with the reglOn Of life. Their action clearly repeats Segoy's deed of

creating Earthsea, in that both let the deathly, dark,and earthy element intothe live, lightand
marine element, It dawns on them that the Equilibrium in their world has long been creating the

Un‑Equilibrium: the fact thatthe Equilibrium itself is one‑sidedly desired and needed by people
in the light side of the world, especially by male wizards. In consequence, they succeed in
reconstructing the world, which was constructed by setting uP the Equilibrium, by breaking lt
down.
Tb create the Equilibrium is to create the Un‑Equilibrium, just as H【t]O light a candle is to
cast a shadowM (48)･ It is natural, then, that there is always some Un‑Equilibrium in Ea血sea

founded on the Equilibrium･ In the first trilogy, they try to dissolve the Un‑Equilibrium by
bringlng it back to the Equilibrium, but that will inevitably promise another kind of Un‑
Equilibrium･ In the second trilogy, then, they attempt to dissolve the Un‑Equilibrium by
13
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destroying the boundary which engenders the very concept of Equilibrium,andthus nullifying

the dualism between the Equilibriumand the Un‑Equilibrium,Asa result,the world of Earthsea
is truly saved komany kind of "Un‑Equilibrium" atthe end of the second trilogy: neither "the
Un‑Equilibrium" nor "the Eqllilibrium" can exist asthey do inthe丘rst trilogy,

5. The Wholeness of the World
lnthe i:lrSt trilogy,LeGuin attempts to establish the concept of Equilibriumand to construct
a new world based on it. The dualistic world‑view she employs in her narration is not atall

original, but a convemional framework that has been used in many other texts overamd over
agaln･ What is originalin her narration isthe remodeling of the unbalanced structure of the
conventional framework of dualism. She attempts to construct "a world where no voice has ever
spoken before" by such remodeling. She intends to create herunlque WOrld by introducing the

concept of Equilibrium into the traditionaldualism in whichthe one repressesthe other,AsI
discussed above, readers find some motifsalready existing in other preceding texts such asthe

works of Poe, Melville, andthe Bible, She creates a new world by reconstructing the unbalanced
structure of the dualism found inthe motifs, by balancingthe unbalance.

The concept of Equilibrium cannot existwithout the concept of Un‑Equilibrium. By
introducingthe concept of Equilibrium intothe narration, the narrator obtains the dynamism
from the Un‑Equilibrium to the Equilibrium. The condition of the balanced world is regarded in

the story asthe necessary condition of wholeness: in the i:1rSt trilogy,the wholeness sigmifies the
condition that the two elements of the dualismare united. The dynamism from the Un‑
Equilibrium tothe Equilibrium is, in other words, the dynamism鉦om the divided to the umited.

Whenthe narrator assumes the process of matming of a young character asthe same dynamism
from the broken to the whole, he or she canidemify the two processes in the story, that is, the

matming of a young characterandthe recovenng of Equilibrium of the world, Bothcharacters
and the world are expected to move fromthe divided, unbalanced condition to the united,

balanced condition, fromthe broken tothe whole, That is why the matming characterand the
world on the way to the Equilibrium symbolize each other inthe first trilogy, Such a symbolic
relationship between a characterandthe world makesthe免rst trilogy the Hfantasy" works inthe

same sense asthe author defines it herself: her definition isthat to write a fantasy work is to

narrate about a subjective, inner world, andthe world of Earthsea canbe seen just as such a
world fわr Ged, Tenar, and Arren, reflectingand symbolizingtheir inner matming. Therefore it

was a success for Le Guin that she devised the concept of Equilibrium for the purpose of
producing fantasy work which accords withher own definition of fantasy,

However, she has to add the second trilogy to the Earthsea cycle eighteen years after,
because she has to dealwiththe problemthat the very concept of Equilibrium she established in
the i:1rSt trilogy possesses a quality of Un‑Equilibrium at its root.
She notices that her Equilibrium is actuallyanimpossible Equilibrium; suchanEquilibrium
canbe generated only by an unbalanced procedure, In order to maintain the Equilibrium, one

must keep on controlling the world so as not to fall into the Un‑Equilibrium. One can
accomplish the Equilibrium only when one represses the Un‑Equilibrium,and the very act of
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repression is done one‑sidedly bythe light side of the world, bythe region of wizardry.AsI
pointed out earlier,wizards have to maintain the boundary of dualism, becausetheir wizardry
cannot exist without a defmite dualism, Thewizardry attributes its power to the presence of true
names, and the validity of the true names depends completely on the presence of the dualism.

Their act of maintaining the Equilibrium is, after all, nothing but the act of maintainlng the solid

boundary of dualism.Asa result,the Equilibrium in the f:lrSt trilogy lS impossible in two senses:
firstly, the Equilibrium is needed and desired one‑sidedly bythose who belong tothe region Of
light, life,and male‑oriented wizardry; secondly,the very concept of Equilibrium is generated
only bythe unbalanced procedure in which the Equilibrium represses the Un‑Equilibrium･
Bearing the impossibility of the Equilibrium inthe first trilogy ln mind, Le Guin concludes
the second trilogy by the nullification of the dualism, that is, the cancellation of the boundary of

dualism, which is suggested in the story asthe scene of breaking downthe stone wall between

the regions Of life and death･ What is important here is that the second trilogy succeeds in
dissolving the impossibility of the Equilibrium in two senses mentioned above･ Firstly, the

unbalance of the one‑sided desiring of the Equilibrium by the light region is dissolved in that
both regions, life and death, desire the breaking down of the stone wall: Lebannen, Tenar, Or Ged
decide to tear down the wall in sympathy with the dead people like Lily who desire it to

disappear. Secondly, the unbalance of the repression of the Equilibrium over the Un‑Equilibrium
is dissolved in that there is no longer the dualistic contrast between the Equilibrium and the Un‑
Equilibrium now that the boundary of dualism itself is cancelled･

The nullification of the concept of Equilibriumalso implies thatthe second trilogy ceases to

be the "fantasy" work in the same sense withthe first trilogy. Le Guin succeeds in creating an
inner world which directly reflects the personal maturlng Of a character by introducing the

concept of Equilibrium. Nevertheless, she does not abandonthe narration of constructing a new
world in the second trilogy. She rather tries to maintain the "wholeness" of the world of Earthsea
in the process of dissolving the impossible Equilibrium. The wholeness of the world she seems

to assume inthe second trilogy lS, Of course, different from that of the first trilogy･ The second
trilogy should be read asthe redefinition of the wholeness, not the denial, for the breaking down

of the wall in The Other Wind takes place as the act of characters who achieved their own
wholeness such as Lebannen, Tenar, and Ged. Le Guin chooses the characters who possess the

first‑trilogy wholeness, not those who have nothing to do with it, as the destroyers of the stone
wall, The destruction of the wallthus involves reconsiderations as to what "wholeness" should
really be by those who have already embodied wholeness in the first trilogy･ Le Guin
reconstructs such a concept of wholeness in the second trilogy ln its conclusion･
It seems that her belief in the possibility of the na汀ation of fantasy has not cbanged･ She

still believes in the possibility of constructing a new WOrld that is whole. The fact that she began

to write a new fantasy series, the first of which is Gljts (2004) and the second Voices (2006),
clearly suggests her belief that one can construct a world of wholeness in na汀atlng a StOry･ She

continues to hold such a belief through perpetual reconsiderations, criticisms, and

reconstructions of the concept of wholeness. For her contemporary writers, especiallythose who

fom the literary trend of so‑called postmodemism, it might seem quite Old‑fashioned or even
lgnOranHO assume any kind of definite wholeness inthe world of the story. In the 60's and 70'S,
15
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when Le Guin started telling her story of Easrthsea, otherAmerican writers were oriented more
or less towardthe revelation of the essential fictitiousness of literature, employing various

experimental techniques in their literary works. The 60'S, in particular, is the period that
produced many experimental, fantastic works,full of techniques such as parody, black humor, or

surrealistic writing, Amongthe writers who representthe trend of postmodemism are John
Barth, Donald Barthelme,and Thomas Pynchon.3O Such writers attempted to maketheir worlds

of the story fragmentaryand highlightedthe metafictionalqualities of their worlds･ In spite of
that trend,LeGuin did not rejectthe literary beliefthat one canconstruct throughnarrations a
world which possesses some kind of wholeness. The Earthsea cycle is the most conspicuous

example of her practice of the belief.
The wholeness of the world she presents by introducingthe concept of Equilibrium in the

first trilogy, however, results in exposing a basic contradiction. Confrontedwiththe problem of
her own narration, she does not choose to abandon the wholeness altogether: she instead

proceeds to reconsider, Criticize,and reconstruct the wholeness she once assumed,LeGuin's
strong belief inthe wholeness of the world of the story can be persuasive to readers just because
she has never quit the severe self‑Criticism of her own works, Her literary attitude should
therefわre be regarded as particularly valuable because it offers llS a Standpoint from which we

cangrope foraltemative ways of moving beyond postmodemiSt fragmentation and which opens
up cominuing possibilities not only for fantasy butalso literature more broadly regarded.
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